
'Twas a busy Autumn!
Since completing four more DE-CRUIT courses, we've published yet another

journal article on our scientific data, performed Cry Havoc! at a major mental

health conference in D.C., a military academy and my home state. Plus we an

unexpected Van repair... and much more!

Sharing our productive Autumn



Above: Veterans and faculty from UW-PARKSIDE 



CRY HAVOC! Updates...

November has been a busy month!

First up, we were in Washington,

D.C. for the International Society

for Traumatic Stress Studies 34th

Annual Meeting: Promoting

Societal Change: Integrating

Traumatic Stress Research,

Practice and Policy for Vulnerable

Populations.

Next it was off to Kenosha/Racine, WI to

visit both the Veterans' Program at UW-

Parkside as well as the Veterans of the

Racine Correctional Center. 

This past weekend we were in Vermont

working with Veterans at Norwich

University.

And this week its SUNY-Empire State



Students and Cadets at

Norwich University.



Lots of DE-CRUIT

News...

We have a New journal publication

in: Drama Therapy Review

https://www.intellectbooks.co.

uk/journals/view-issue,id=3628/

Intersecting modes of aesthetic

distance and mimetic induction in

therapeutic process: Examining a

drama-based treatment for

military-related traumatic stress

Authors:  Alisha Ali And  Stephan

Wolfert And  Ingrid Lam And  Tazmin

Rahman , Page Start: 153

Abstract

Can Shakespeare be a treatment for

posttraumatic stress in military

veterans? This is the question that

our research team has been

examining through the empirical

investigation of the DE-CRUIT

program. DE-CRUIT uses

Shakespeare’s verse to help

veterans with the articulation,

sharing and processing of trauma. In

this article, we focus specifically on

the therapeutic process of the

program that involves various modes

of aesthetic distance in combination

with mimetic induction, a treatment

technique in which fictionalized

narrative reflects the real-life

experience of trauma. After

describing that process, we illustrate

these various intersecting

therapeutic components through the

case of ‘D.’, a military veteran who...



AND LOOK HERE!

We're Featured on a

new podcast

https://

andthensuddenlypodcast.com/

2018/11/12/11-stephan-wolfert-on-

rewiring-the-brain-with-shakespeare-

and-science/

In VanLife news...

Our mobile DE-CRUIT mobile, 'Kali'

needed an unexpected and

somewhat costly repair in Chicago.

Luckily, it was at a time when we

could make the extra time in our

schedule and see our dear friends

Anne Harris, and her husband Aaron

Krossvich and their daughter Ara.



And our Person(s) of

Interest:

Dennis Krausnick, Founding Member

of Shakespeare & Company, friend,

and mentor passed last week at the

age of 76. His gifts to me and to the

world of classical actor training are

immeasurable. Losing him has left a

void in the world that I'm not sure

can ever be filled. Thank you Dennis

for your love, training and guidance.

And now, "Fear no more, the heat of

the sun / nor the furious winter's

rages". 
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